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At DWE:
All Belong.
All Learn.
All Lead.







Teenager, Wolf Cukier, discovers a new planet

That's right, while in an internship with NASA, Teenager, Wolf Cukier, discovered a new planet (TOI 1338 
b).
However, this planet was not an ordinary planet. It's a rare circumbinary planet (a world orbiting two stars).

By : Logan Kammerdiener and Nathan Kammerdiener
Facts found on 
DOGOnews.com 



                  Diorama of the orbit of 
TOI 1338 b   

It takes about 95 days 
for TOI 1338 b to orbit 
the stars in its orbit path.

Also by Logan and Nathan 
Kammerdiener



Do you have a FUN FACT
that you would like to share?
Here is how you can!

Create a slide
that includes the following:

1. Title
2. Fun Fact
3. Image
4. Source Citation
5. Your name (*optional)
6. Share with Ms. Mays!

Holly.Mays@humbleisd.net
 





College Spotlight:  
Louisiana State University



Louisiana State 
University

LSU Fun Fact
With a capacity of 92,400, Tiger 
Stadium is the seventh-largest 

on-campus stadium in the nation!



Great 8 Skill:
Goal Directed Behavior 



What does it mean 
to create a future 
story?  Basically, it 
means to figure 
out what you want 
in life.



Start by 
brainstorming a list 
of things you want 
to achieve in the 
future.



Use your list to 
create a vision 
board! It can be on 
a google slide or 
on a poster using 
materials around 
the house.



Click here to learn 
how to create your 
own vision board 
at home!

https://live.myvrspot.com/iframe?v=fYTgxYTI3YWJkNjVkZDM3NmIyOTNmMDdlYjQ3MDc3Yjk


Each time you 
look at your vision 
board, you will be 
reminded of your 
future story and 
goals!



There is no right or wrong 
way to create a vision 
board.  It is just for YOU!

If you would like to share 
your future self story or 
vision board, we would 
love to see it!  Just send a 
pic to your teacher 
or to Ms. Mays.

Holly.Mays@humbleisd.net



Turn and Talk

Consider the categories shown.
Share three things that you want to achieve in the future.

Remember to be a good listener, too!



Goal directed behavior

 is HARDER BUT WORTH IT!



When you make  
harder but worth it 

choices,

 you get more…







Belly Breathe
Monday, 4/6

1. Place your hands on your tummy and breathe in, filling 
your belly with air like a balloon.

2. Hold it for four seconds.
3. Slowly blow out the air until it’s all gone.
4. Repeat four times.



Yoga Pose
Tuesday, 4/7

Practice your favorite yoga poses!



Others First
Wednesday, 4/8

Try to let others go first in all you do today!



Notice Nature’s Colors
Thursday, 4/9

Step outside and notice the different colors that you see.
Do you see more than 10?



Compliment Challenge
Friday, 4/9

Give out 10 or more compliments today!




